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Abstract
Giannoni and Woodford (2003) found that the equilibrium determined by commitment to a super-inertial rule (where the sum of the parameters of lags of interest
rate exceed ones and does not depend on the auto-correlation of shocks) corresponds
to the unique bounded solution of Ramsey optimal policy for the new-Keynesian
model. By contrast, this note demonstrates that commitment to an inertial rule
(where the sum of the parameters of lags of interest rate is below one and depends
on the auto-correlation of shocks) corresponds to the unique bounded solution.
JEL classi…cation numbers: C61, C62, E43, E44, E47, E52, E58.
Keywords: new-Keynesian model, Ramsey optimal policy, interest rate smoothing, super-inertial rule, inertial rule.
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Introduction

Giannoni and Woodford (2003), henceforth GW, found that Ramsey optimal monetary
policy under commitment miminizing an in…nite horizon discounted loss function including the variance of the interest rates subject to the new-Keynesian model has its
unique bounded equilibrium solution determined by commitment from date t onwards
to a "super-inertial" interest rate rule where the sum of parameters of the lags of interest rate is strictly above one. This super-inertial policy rule does not depend on the
auto-correlation of shocks (Giannoni (2014), p.123).
In recent new-Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models of research
departments of central banks, GW result provides a rationale for computing super-inertial
optimal simple rules without setting a restriction on the sum of parameters for lagged
funds rate to be below one when using simulation grids (Adolfson et al. (2014), Chung
et al. (2015)). By contrast, positive restrictions and upper limit restrictions are usually
set on the parameters for the response of funds rate to in‡ation and to output gap in
simulation grids.
This note demonstrates that the unique bounded equilibrium solution of GW model
is determined by commitment from date t onwards to an inertial policy rule, where the
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sum of parameters of the lags of interest rate is strictly below one and depends on the
auto-correlation parameters of shocks.
GW super-inertial policy rule is a necessary …rst order Euler condition but not a
su¢ cient condition to the unique bounded solution. It corresponds no only to the unique
bounded solution but also to an in…nity of out-of-equilibrium unbounded paths with
dynamics for the funds rate which are explosive. For those paths, the discounted variance
of funds rate included into the loss function tends to in…nity when the growth rate of
funds rate exceeds the households discount factor. Those paths maximizes the Central
Bank loss function instead of minimizing it. GW super-inertial policy rule may not be a
relevant advice to practitioners in Central Banks and in the IMF.
This super-inertial policy rule is one equation of the Hamiltonian system of Ramsey
optimal policy. This Hamiltonian system has a saddle-point equilibrium which satis…es
Blanchard and Kahn (1980) determinacy condition (GW proposition 1). After proposition
1, GW stop half-way in the computation of optimal policy.
Once the determinacy condition is ful…lled (GW proposition 1), Blanchard and Kahn
(1980) and Vaughan (1970) demonstrated that the unique bounded solution and the
optimal policy rule are obtained seeking the stable subspace of the Hamiltonian system
using the method of undetermined coe¢ cients or, equivalently, solving a matrix Riccati
equation which amounts to seek the eigenvectors of stable roots of a Jordan decomposition
of the Hamiltonian matrix. This is also demonstrated by Anderson et al. (1996) section
5, by Hansen and Sargent (2008) section 3.5, by Ljungqvist and Sargent (2012) chapter
19. Closer to GW model, this computation is done by Clarida, Gali, Gertler (1999) and
by Gali (2015) chapter 5 on a smaller Hamiltonian system included into GW Hamiltonian
system.
Section two details the Hamiltonian system of Ramsey optimal policy and GW superinertial rule. Section three presents its solution. Section four concludes.
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The Hamiltonian system of Ramsey optimal policy

GW apply Ramsey optimal policy on the new-Keynesian monetary policy transmission
mechanism. The new-Keynesian private sector’s four-equations model is written with
all variables as log-deviations of an equilibrium. In the representative household’s intertemporal substitution consumption Euler equation, current output gap xt is positively
correlated with expected output gap and negatively correlated with the real rate of interest, equal to the nominal rate it minus expected in‡ation Et t+1 . The intertemporal
elasticity of substitution (IES) is a measure of the responsiveness of the growth rate
of consumption to the interest rate, usually considered to be smaller than one. It is the
inverse or the relative degree of resistance to intertemporal substitution of consumption
(RISC, the relative ‡uctuation aversion), which measure the strength of the preference
for smoothing consumption over time, usually considered to be larger than one. We keep
GW’s notation for the IES, although some other papers denote it 1 .
xt = Et xt+1

(it

Et

t+1 )

+ zx;t where

> 0.

(1)

An exogenous stationary and predetermined shock zt is auto-regressive of order one
(0 < z < 1) with given initial value. Disturbances "z;t are zero-mean, independently and
identically normally distributed.
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zt =

z zt 1

+ "z;t where "z;t is i.i.d. N 0; s2x , z0 given.

(2)

In the new-Keynesian Phillips curve, current in‡ation is positively correlated with
discounted expected in‡ation and to current output, with a slope parameter .
t

= Et

t+1

+ xt + ut where

> 0 and

(3)

>0

An exogenous stationary and predetermined variable cost-push shock ut is autoregressive of order one ( 0 < u < 1) with given initial value. Disturbances "u;t are
zero-mean, independently and identically normally distributed.
ut =

u ut 1

+ "u;t where "u;t is i.i.d. N 0; s2 , u0 given.

(4)

The policy maker minimizes the expectation of the present value of a discounted
quadratic loss function by a discount factor . The relative weight of in‡ation variance
is set to one. The relative weight on the second policy target (output gap) is positive
0. The relative weight on the volatility of her policy instrument (interest rate
x
variance) is a strictly positive i > 0:
Et

+1
X

2
t

t

+

2

t=0

x2t
+
x
2

i2t
i
2

(5)

This loss function is subject to the private sector’s new-Keynesian four equations
model (equations (1,2,3,4)). This is a discounted linear quadratic regulator (LQR) augmented by two forcing variables (zt ; ut ) (Hansen and Sargent (2008), section 3.5). A
quadratic loss function including a discount factor is minimized subject to a linear dynamic system with boundary conditions.
Denoting Lagrangian multipliers x;t for the consumption Euler equation (1) and ;t
for the new-Keynesian Phillips curve (3), the Lagrangian L is:
L=

E0

+1
X

t

t=0

2
t

2

+

x

x2t
+
2

i

i2t
+
2

x;t

[xt

xt+1 + (it

t+1 )]

+

;t

[

t

xt ]

t t+1

(6)
The interest rate (policy instrument) is a linear decreasing function of the Lagrange
multiplier of the output gap x;t :
@L
=0)
@it

i it

+

x;t

=0)

x;t

i

=

it or it =

x;t

for t = 0; 1; 2; :::

(7)

i

Because in‡ation and the output gap are forward-looking variables, they are optimally chosen at the initial date t = 1 and at the …nal date according to transversality
conditions. The marginal values of the loss function with respect to output gap x;t= 1
and to in‡ation ;t= 1 are equal to zero at the initial date:
;t= 1

=

x;t= 1

= 0 and lim

t!+1

;t

= lim

t!+1

x;t

= 0.

(8)

Because the marginal value of the loss function with respect to the output gap at the
initial date t = 1 is zero ( x;t= 1 = 0), the initial interest rate is set to zero: i 1 = 0.
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The Hamiltonian system includes the Euler consumption equation (1), the newKeynesian Phillips curve (3) and the two …rst order conditions with respect to output
gap and to in‡ation:
@L
=0)
@xt
@L
=0)
@ t

x xt

+
1

t

1

x;t

x;t 1

;t

= 0 for t = 1; 2; :::

(9)

;t 1

= 0 for t = 1; 2; :::

(10)

x;t 1

+

;t

One considers two observationally equivalent representations of the Hamiltonian system using linear substitution between variables across equations. The most common representation substitutes the policy instruments by the Lagrange multipliers: the interest
rate it in the Euler consumption equation (1) is substituted by x;t (Hansen and Sargent
(2008), chapter 3). Then, the Hamiltonian system involves four variables: output gap
and in‡ation (xt ; t ) and their Lagrange multipliers ( x;t ; ;t ) and four equations, with
a symplectic Hamiltonian matrix: its transpose is similar to its inverse. This matrix has
an equal number of stable eigenvalues and of unstable eigenvalues, which is equal to two
in this case. The number of stable eigenvalues is equal to the number of predetermined
variables ( x;t ; ;t ) which corresponds to predetermined values of the policy instrument
and of its …rst lag (it ; it 1 ). The number of unstable eigenvalues is equal to the number
of forward-looking variables (xt ; t ). Blanchard and Kahn (1980) determinacy condition
is satis…ed: the number of stable eigenvalue is equal to the number of predetermined
variables. Blanchard and Kahn (1980) acknowledged that the determinacy condition is
always satis…ed in the general LQR case and in optimal growth models. In addition,
the non-controllable part of the economy has two stable eigenvalues ( z , u ) which are
the auto-correlation parameters of two predetermined forcing variables (zt ,ut ), so that
Blanchard and Kahn (1980) determinacy condition is satis…ed.
An alternative representation of the Hamiltonian system is to substitute the Lagrange
multipliers by the policy instrument. If the number of instruments is smaller than the
number of policy targets or the number of their Lagrange multipliers, one includes lags of
the policy instrument. Linear substitutions of the Lagrange multipliers ( x;t ; ;t ) by the
policy instrument and its lag (it ; it 1 ) leads to an equivalent Hamiltonian linear dynamic
system with variables (xt ; t ; it ; it 1 ).
In the case of an optimal commitment for Ramsey policy that has been in force since
at least period t 2 ( x;t 3 = ;t 3 = 0 and it 3 = 0), GW reasoning is that "one can
infer the value of the Lagrange multiplier x;t 1 from the value of it 1 using Equation
(7), and similarly, the value of x;t 2 from the value of it 2 :
@L
=0)
@it

x;t

i

=

it for t =

(11)

2; 1; 0; 1; :::

Then, substituting theses values into Equation (9) for period t 1, one can also infer
the value of
;t 1 from the value of xt 1 . One can, of course, similarly solve for the
period t Lagrange multipliers as functions of xt ; it and it 1 :
@L
=0)
@xt

;t

=

1

x xt

1

i

1

it +

i

it

1

for t =

1; 0; 1; :::

(12)

Using these expressions to substitute out the Lagrange multipliers in equation (10),
one obtains a linear relation among the endogenous variables t , xt , xt 1 , it 1 , it 1 and
4

it 2 that must hold for any period t 0, for an optimal commitment for Ramsey policy
that has been in force since at least period 2:
it =

1+

it

1

+

1

it

1

+

t

+

4

i

x
i

xt
for t = 0; 1; 2; :::
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(13)

GW label "super-inertial" this representation (13) of the …rst order condition of in‡ation (10): the implied dynamics of the funds rate are explosive, because the sum of
parameters for lagged funds rate exceeds one: 1 +
> 1.
GW proposition 1 states that commitment to this super-inertial policy rule (13) is
a necessary condition which implies determinacy. They prove that their representation
of the Hamiltonian system including the super-inertial policy rule (13) has a number of
stable eigenvalues equal to the number of predetermined variables (GW appendix one).
As mentioned above, this is usually demonstrated with the previous representation of the
Hamiltonian system with variables (xt ; t ) and their Lagrange multipliers ( x;t ; ;t ) in
the general LQR case.
This super-inertial rule (13) corresponds to the unique bounded solution and to an
in…nity of out-of-equilibrium unbounded paths with dynamics for the funds rate which
are explosive. At this stage, GW proved that their super-inertial policy (the …rst order
condition on in‡ation) is a necessary condition to this unique bounded solution but not
a su¢ cient condition ruling out unbounded paths.
GW, p.1430, just below proposition 1, state without proof that their super-inertial
policy is ruling out unbounded paths: "The equilibrium determined by commitment to this
rule (13) from date t=0 onwards corresponds to the unique bounded solution to equations
(1,2,3,4,7,9,10) when the initial condition ((8): x; 1 = ; 1 = 0 and it 1 = 0) is
replaced by the values of x; 1 and ; 1 that would be inferred from the historical values
of x 1 ; i 1 , and i 2 under the reasoning described above."
The change of initial conditions corresponds to the case of an optimal commitment
for Ramsey policy that has been in force since at least period t 2 ( x;t 3 = ;t 3 = 0
and it 3 = 0) instead of instead of period t = 0 ( x; 1 = ; 1 = 0 and it 1 = 0). The
super-inertial rule (13) is then valid after two periods starting at t 0. The "reasoning
described above" is the substitution of the Lagrange multipliers by the interest rate and
its two lags in the …rst order equation of in‡ation. These practical informations do not
rule out the unbounded paths predicted by the super-inertial rule (13).
Once the determinacy condition is ful…lled (GW proposition 1), Blanchard and Kahn
(1980) and Vaughan (1970) demonstrated that the unique bounded solution and the
optimal policy rule are obtained seeking the stable subspace of the Hamiltonian system
using the method of undetermined coe¢ cients or, equivalently, solving a matrix Riccati
equation which amounts to seek the eigenvectors of stable roots of a Jordan decomposition
of the Hamiltonian matrix.

3
3.1

Optimal inertial policy rules
Clarida Gali and Gertler (1999) case.

Proposition 1 Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999). The equilibrium determined by commitment from date t=0 onwards to an inertial output gap rule, where the auto-correlation
of the output gap is below one, corresponds to the unique bounded solution of Ramsey
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optimal policy for the new-Keynesian Phillips curve (3) and the cost-push shock (4)
Proof. In Clarida Gali and Gertler (1999) and Gali (2015, chapter 5) optimization of
Ramsey optimal policy, the intertemporal substitution equation of consumption (1) and
its auto-correlated shock equation (2) are not taken into account, so that there is no
interest rate smoothing: it = 0, i = 0, x = 0 and zt = 0. The output gap xt plays the
role of the policy instrument in a "targeting rule": x > 0. In‡ation is the only policy
target. The Hamiltonian system includes the new-Keynesian Phillips curve and the noncontrollable dynamics of the cost-push shock. The marginal equation with respect to the
single policy instrument (output gap) implies that it is a linear increasing function of the
Lagrange multiplier of in‡ation:
@L
=0)
@xt

x xt

;t

= 0 for t = 0; 1; 2; ::: ) xt =

;t

or

;t

x

=

xt

(14)

x

The initial natural boundary initial sets to zero the initial value of the policy instrument
at the initial date 1:
; 1 = 0 ) x 1 =
; 1 = 0
x

The …rst order condition on in‡ation is:
@L
=0)
@ t

t

+

;t

;t 1

= 0 for t = 0; 1; 2; :::

One substitutes the Lagrange multiplier of in‡ation
@L
= 0 ) xt = xt
@ t

t

1

;t

by the policy instrument xt :

for t = 0; 1; 2; 3:::

(15)

x

This equation corresponds to GW super-inertial policy rule. The policy instrument (the
output gap) has unit root non-stationary dynamics. When time goes to in…nity, this
non-stationary policy rule allows an in…nity of unbounded out-of-equilibrium paths with
an in…nite variance of the policy instrument and a unique bounded stationary solution.
Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) and Gali (2015) seek the unique stable eigenvalue of
the Hamiltonian system:
s
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1+ +
1+ +
<1
0< =
2
4
x
x
The Hamiltonian system satis…es Blanchard and Kahn (1980) determinacy condition (as
GW proposition one): two stable eigenvalues and u for two predetermined variables
;t and ut . By contrast to GW, Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) and Gali (2015) go one
step further. They …nd the optimal stationary inertial policy rule using the method of
undetermined coe¢ cients:
xt = xt

1

1

ut for t = 1; 2; ::: and x0 =
u

x

1

u0
u

(16)

x

The representation of the inertial optimal policy rule for the output gap has an autoregressive component which is strictly lower than one. It also depends on the auto-correlation
of the cost push shock u and on the shock ut . One can …nd another representation of this
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inertial policy rule after substitution of the cost-push shock ut by in‡ation
and Ralf 2017a)).

3.2

t

(Chatelain

Inertial optimal policy rule

Proposition 2 The equilibrium determined by commitment from date t=0 onwards to an
inertial interest rate rule, where the sum of the parameters of lags of interest rate is below
one and depends on the auto-correlation of shocks, corresponds to the unique bounded
solution of Ramsey optimal policy for the new-Keynesian model (equations 1,2,3,4).
Proof. Hansen and Sargent (2008) section 3.5 and Anderson et al. (1996) solution of
this discounted LQR augmented with forcing variables (zt ; ut ) solves a discrete algebraic
Riccati equation for rule parameters (Fx ; F ) which depend on parameters ( ; ; ) and
preferences ( x ; i ) but do not depend on the auto-correlation of shocks and solves a
Sylvester equation for rule parameters (Fz ; Fu ) which depends on the auto-correlation of
shocks ( z ; u ):
it = Fx xt + F t + Fz zt + Fu ut
(17)
There is no closed form solution for these parameters, only numerical solutions. Doing
linear substitutions within the system of equations including the policy rule (17) and the
private sector equations (1,2,3,4) leads to an equivalent system with observational equivalence. Applying the operator p(L) = (1
u L) (1
z L), where L is the lag operator,
on Hansen and Sargent (2008) optimal rule (17) obtains an observationally equivalent
representation (18) of the optimal policy rule (17), where the two auto-regressive forcing
variables zt and ut are substituted by the two …rst lags of the policy instrument: it 1 and
it 2 :
p (L) it = Fx p (L) xt + F p (L) t + Fz (1
(18)
u L) "z;t + Fu (1
z L) "u;t
The sum of the parameters of the two lags of the dependent variables is the sum S less
the product P of the two auto-correlation coe¢ cients of shocks:
it = (

z

+

u ) it 1

(

z u ) it 2

+ :::

Because the two auto-correlation coe¢ cients are between zero and one and are the roots
of the polynomial p, p(1) > 0. Hence, the sum of the two parameters of the lags of the
interest rate is strictly below one:
p(1) = 1

S+P >0)S

P <1

Hence, the observationally equivalent representation (18) of the optimal policy rule (17)
is inertial. It depends on the auto-correlation of shocks.
Simon (1956) proved that the optimal rule parameters of the LQR are independent
of the disturbances of the shocks ("z;t ; "u;t ), in particular of their variance, and of the
initial conditions of private sectors variables (x0 ; 0 ; z0 ; u0 ). Using the optimal initial
condition (x0 ; 0 ) or ad hoc initial jumps for forward-looking variables (x0 ; 0 ) such as
timeless perspective or predetermined values for (x0 ; 0 ) do not change the optimal policy
rule parameters. One …nds the optimal initial conditions (x0 ; 0 ) of Ramsey optimal
policy using Ljungqvist and Sargent (2012) chapter 19 and Chatelain and Ralf (2017b)
algorithm.
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4

Conclusion

Ramsey optimal policy for the new-Keynesian model implies a stationary optimal policy
rule which is not super-inertial and which depends on the auto-correlation of shocks.
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